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    Abstract--Every sensor node is essential to know their location 

in the sensor network, even in the presence of malicious 

adversaries. In that the energy conservation and scalability are 

critical issues in wireless sensor network. In existing algorithm 

combines iterative gradient descent with selective pruning of 

inconsistent measurements to achieve high localization and it can 

track the mobile nodes with small localization error when nodes 

are moving slowly. Localization is determining the geographical 

location of each node in the system. 

    In Proposed algorithm called Localized Energy-Aware 

Restricted Neighborhood routing (LEARN), which can guarantee 

the energy efficiency of its localized routing in mobile sensor 

networks, where all nodes are moving, to estimate the relative 

locations of the nodes without relying on anchor nodes. Then 

theoretically study its critical transmission radius in distributed 

networks which can calculate short distance of sensor node with 

hop count and route for any source sensor node and destination 

sensor node pairs asymptotically almost surely. In propose a 

framework for relocating mobile sensors in a timely, efficient, 

and balanced manner, and at the same time, maintaining the 

original sensing topology as much as possible. Localized routing 

protocols, with the assumption of known position information, 

the routing decision is made at each node by using only local 

neighborhood information. Our main goal is to predict the 

energy efficient sensor node and estimated short distance 

consumption in Wireless Sensor Networks by carefully selecting 

the localization routing with secure and efficient transmission. 

 
Index Terms—Secure localization, LEARN, wireless sensor 

networks (WSNs). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     Wireless sensor network have a collection of sensor 

node it helps for monitoring the physical conditions of 

weather conditions, regularity of temperature, different kinds 

of vibrations and also deals in the field of technology.  It 

should be used some application areas including 

environmental, [1]transportation, entertainment, crisis 

management, homeland defense, and smart spaces. In the 

sensor network that the localization process is to accurately 

identify the position of the each nodes of individual position. 

By using the set of  beacon or anchor nodes[5] with known 

location information to identify the positions of other nodes. 

Some of adversary node may be misleading the anchor nodes 

to transmit false information to prevent accurate localization 

of the remaining nodes. Some methods have been occur to 

localize the node with small error in the presence of malicious 

[2] users. However, the memory requirement and 

computational cost of running still high and needs 

improvement. Localization schemes for sensor networks 

typically use a small number of seed nodes that know their 

location and protocols whereby other nodes calculate their 

location from the messages they receive[3].Mobile sensors are 

useful in wireless sensor network because they need the 

coverage requirements of  the motion capability to relocate 

sensors to identify the sensor failure[4]. All devices, 

regardless of their absolute coordinate knowledge, estimate 

the range between themselves and their neighboring devices. 

Mobile anchor performs the same task as a static anchor 

broadcasting its accurate location. In the mobile sensor 

network combine mobile anchors with a statistics-based 

localization and it show that an anchor in motion improves the 

accuracy in resource-poor networks where typically few 

anchors are available[6]. 

    Method uses an integer linear program to determine new 

locations for the base stations and a flow-based routing 

protocol to ensure energy efficient routing during each round. 

One of the main design issues for a sensor network is 

conservation of the energy available at each sensor node and 

scalability in thw wireless sensor network. 

A. Prior work 

     Energy efficient schemes with Multiple Mobile Base 

Stations approaches to deploy multiple, mobile base stations 

to prolong the lifetime of the sensor network. Then separate 

the lifetime of the sensor network into equal periods of time 

known as rounds. Base stations are resettled at the start of a 

round. In that, it uses an integer linear program to determine 

the locations of the base stations and a flow-based routing 

protocol. Rigorous approach used to achieve maximum 

efficiency in storage capacity energy utilization leads to a 

significant increase in network energy level[2]. Location 

estimation network work approaches Minimum energy 

wireless sensors may be number of  hops away from any other 

sensors with anterior  location information. In this article, we 

describe measurement-based statistical models useful to 

describe time-of-arrival (TOA), angle-of-arrival (AOA), and 

received-signal-strength (RSS) measurements in wireless 

sensor networks.Localization algorithms must be designed to 

achieve low bias and as low of variance as possible; at the 

same time, they need to be scalable to very large network 

sizes without dramatically increasing energy or computational 

requirements[6]. In energy-efficient surveillance system 

should know the energy awareness of sensor nodes. It allow 

tradeoffs between energy-efficiency and system performance 

by adjusting the sensitivity of the system, and a physical  

implementation and field evaluation. In existing system works 
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the implementation of entire integrated suite of protocols and 

application modules and evaluate the performance on a system 

composed of 70 MICA2 motes in a realistic outdoor setting. 

First investigating target classification under restrained 

resources through collaborative data fusion, 2) Energy 

monitoring strategy with passive wake-up 

capabilities.3)Design the  robust routing infrastructure, which 

can manage under hostile environments, 4) a scalability  

architecture uses to hop count [1].Secure Range-Independent 

approaches addressed the problem by enable sensors and 

identified the un-trusted environment. The localization 

approaches was based on distance calculation are high cost for 

the resource restrained sensors, then a approaches range 

independent localization algorithm called SeRLoc. SeRLoc is 

distributed algorithm and no need of communication among 

sensors.  

     There showed  that SeRLoc is gave full protection 

against severe WSN attacks, such as the wormhole attack, the 

sybil attack and compromised sensors.There projected a 

range-independent, decentralized, localization scheme called 

SeRLoc, that identified their location in an un-trusted 

environment. That inticated how the security mechanisms of 

SeRLoc united with its inherent geometric properties can 

provide accurate location estimation security threats in WSN, 

such as the wormhole and sybil attack[3].Monte-Carlo 

Localization algorithm concentrate on static networks of 

sensors with either static or mobile anchors. Here built a 

localization algorithm that builds upon Hu and Evans’ 

findings and that makes Monte Carlo Localization more user-

friendly for use in wireless sensor networks by making the 

information of a node gathers from one-hop and two-hop 

anchors improve the whole process of localizing[5]. 

Localization for Mobile Sensor Networks introduced the 

sequential Monte Carlo Localization method and argue that it 

can exploit mobility to improve the accuracy and precision of 

localization. There no need of additional hardware on the 

sensor nodes and it works even when the movement of seeds 

and nodes is unmanageable. This is the first work to study 

range-free localization in the presence of mobility. The result 

is storming and unreasonable: mobility can improve the 

accuracy and minimize the costs of localization[4]. Our main 

goal is to predict the energy efficient sensor node and 

estimated short distance consumption in Wireless Sensor 

Networks. 

B. Overview Of The Work 

     In the proposed system focus on designing 

localization routing approaches for wireless sensor networks 

which can achieve both energy efficiency by carefully 

selecting the forwarding neighbors and high scalability by 

using only local information to make routing decisions and 

reduce the resource. For that a simple localized routing 

algorithm, called Localized Energy-Aware Restricted 

Neighborhood routing (LEARN), which can guarantee the 

energy efficiency of its route if it can find the route 

successfully. Numerous energy aware routing protocols have 

been proposed recently using various techniques (transmission 

power adjustment, adaptive sleeping, topology control, 

multipath routing, directional antennas, etc). 

    Most of the proposed energy-aware routing methods 

take into account the energy-related metrics instead of 

traditional routing metrics such as delay or hop count. To 

select the optimal energy route, those methods usually need 

the global information of the whole network, and each node 

needs to maintain a routing table as protocol states. Previous 

localized routing protocols are not energy efficient and with 

selective pruning of inconsistent measurements to achieve 

high localization and it can track the mobile nodes with small 

localization error when nodes are moving slowly. It should be 

resolved in this proposed system. 

II. EFFICIENT ENERGY WITH SECURE 

LOCALIZATION 

     Energy conservation and scalability are probably 

two most critical issues in designing protocols for  wireless 

sensor networks, because wireless devices are usually 

powered by batteries only and have limited computing 

capability while the number of such devices could be large. 

we focus on designing routing protocols for wireless sensor 

networks which can achieve both energy efficiency by 

carefully selecting the forwarding neighbors and high 

scalability by using only local information to make routing 

decisions. Numerous energy aware routing protocols have 

been proposed recently using various techniques (transmission 

power adjustment, adaptive sleeping, topology control, 

multipath routing, directional antennas, etc). 

     A simple localized routing algorithm, called 

Localized Energy-Aware Restricted Neighborhood routing 

(LEARN), which can guarantee the energy efficiency of its 

route if it can find the route successfully. Being focus on 

designing routing protocols for  wireless sensor networks 

which can achieve both energy efficiency by carefully 

selecting the forwarding neighbors and high scalability by 

using only local information to make routing decisions.We 

theoretically prove that LEARN is energy efficient, i.e., when 

LEARN routing finds a path from the source node to the 

target node, the total energy consumption of the found path is 

within a constant factor of the optimum. 

A. Problem Statement 

 Most of the proposed energy-aware routing methods take 

into account the energy-related metrics instead of 

traditional routing metrics such as delay or hop count.  

 To select the optimal energy route, those methods usually 

need the global information of the whole network, and 

each node needs to maintain a routing table as protocol 

states. In opposition to these table-driven routing 

protocols, several stateless routing protocols, particularly, 

localized geographic routing protocols have been 

proposed to improve the scalability.  

 Here with small localization error occur when nodes are 

moving slowly by selective pruning of inconsistent 

measurements to achieve high localization and it can 

track the mobile nodes. 
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 Some nodes often fail in hostile environment some nodes 

may be compromised by adversaries and used to transmit 

misleading information. 

 Numerous energy aware routing protocols have been 

proposed recently using various techniques (transmission 

power adjustment, adaptive sleeping, topology control, 

multipath routing, directional antennas, etc).  

  static and mobile sensor networks, and can achieve 

localization accuracy is critical to reach the destination 

node.  
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               Fig. 1 System Diagram 

     A system architecture or systems architecture is the 

conceptual design that defines the structure and/or behavior of 

a system. An architecture description is a formal description 

of a system, organized in a way that supports reasoning about 

the structural properties of the system. then it carefully 

selecting node for gather the information about each and every 

node of each region like neighborhood of source node and 

who have highest energy in the neighborhood, It defines the 

system components or building blocks and provides a plan 

from which products can be procured, and systems developed, 

that will work together to implement the overall system. This 

may enable one to manage investment in a way that meets 

business needs. The fundamental organization of a system, 

embodied in its components, their relationships to each other 

and the environment, and the principles governing its design 

and evolution. 

III. LEARN APPROACHES 

    In the LEARN approaches select the optimal energy route, 

those methods usually need the global information of the 

whole network, and each node needs to maintain a routing 

table as protocol states. In opposition to these table-driven 

routing, several stateless routing protocols, particularly, 

localized geographic routing protocols have been proposed to 

improve the scalability. In those localized routing table they 

should be keeps the information starting time and arrival time 

and assumption of known position information, the routing 

decision is made at each node by using only local 

neighborhood information. They do not need dissemination of 

route discovery information, and no routing tables are 

maintained at each node. 

A. New Localized Routing Algorithm 

    In the propose a new localized routing protocol, 

called localized energy aware restricted neighborhood routing 

(LEARN). Our main goal is to predict the Energy efficient 

consumption in wireless sensor networks by carefully 

selecting the routing procedures. To solve the nature a simple 

localized routing algorithm, called Localized Energy-Aware 

Restricted Neighborhood routing (LEARN) is used. By the 

LEARN algorithm easily can select the localized routing 

networks. In LEARN, whenever possible, the node selects the 

neighbor inside a restricted neighborhood (defined by a 

parameter α) that has the largest energy mileage (i.e., the 

distance traveled per unit energy consumed) as the next hop 

node. If no such neighbor inside the restricted neighborhood, 

it acts as greedy routing. The guarantee of delivery can be 

achieved by using face routing as the backup.  

B. Gathering information about Sensor Nodes 

When we have created the nodes, in this module we 

have to select the source and destination node from the 

regions, then we have ready for transmission the message to 

destination. When we ready to transmit message click transmit 

button, then it carefully selecting node for gather the 

information about each and every node of each region like 

neighborhood of source node and who have highest energy in 

the neighborhood, etc. Gathering information is based on the 

shortest or neighborhood of the source node for calculating 

the Energy and Scalability. Scalability like transmission 

power of the nodes. It should gather the energy level of each 

node when it is get in to the login. Each and every node detail 

should be known to every on individual node. It  can create 

nodes on the regions. Each region have five nodes, even we 

can use only one region to the operation. When the node has 

created that time node name has added to the node list for 

selecting the source node and destination node from the 

regions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.2 Collect the energy of sensor nodes 

C. Power Efficiency of LEARN 

 Here focus on designing Localization routing for 

wireless sensor networks by calculating CTR, Energy and 

Scalability that can achieve both energy efficiency by 

carefully selecting the forwarding neighbors and high 

scalability by using only local information to make routing 

decisions. Thus, to ensure that the routing is successful for 

every pair of possible source and destination nodes, each node 

in the network should have a sufficiently large transmission 

radius such that each intermediate node u will always find a 

better neighbor. The selective pruning of inconsistent 

measurements to achieve high localization and it can track the 

mobile nodes with small localization without error it should 
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be calculated the distance when nodes are moving slowly .We 

thus calculate the energy of the particular node to transfer the 

data’s and scalability of the node, and also by calculating the 

critical transmission radius between the nodes. Here propose 

the localized energy aware restricted neighborhood Routing 

(LEARN) protocol for wireless networks. Theoretically prove 

that our LEARN routing protocol is energy efficient if it can 

find a path.    

In propose a framework for relocating mobile sensors 

in a timely, efficient, and balanced manner, and at the same 

time, maintaining the original sensing topology as much as 

possible. Localized routing protocols, with the assumption of 

known position information, the routing decision is made at 

each node by using only local neighborhood information. 

   Here discussed  that LEARN is power efficient, i.e., 

when LEARN routing finds a path from the source node to the 

target node, the total energy consumption of the found path is 

within a constant factor of the optimum. Notice that, LEARN 

routing is the first localized routing which can theoretically 

guarantee the power efficiency of its routes.  

D. Critical Transmission Range for LEARN 

     Here calculated the  theoretically prove that for a 

network, In this module we focus on designing Localized 

routing for wireless sensor networks which can achieve both 

energy efficiency by carefully selecting the forwarding 

neighbors and high scalability by using only local information 

to make routing decisions. Thus, to ensure that the routing is 

successful for every pair of possible source and destination 

nodes, each node in the network should have a sufficiently 

large transmission radius such that each intermediate node u 

will always find a better neighbor. Routing method is 

successful over a network is if the routing method can find a 

path for any pair of source and destination nodes successfully. 

Thus calculate the energy of the particular node to transfer the 

data’s and scalability of the node, and also by calculating the 

critical transmission radius between the nodes. 

     First study the critical transmission range for 

restricted greedy routing LEARN in random networks.. It is 

clear the critical transmission range decreases when the 

number of nodes increases. And with smaller α, LEARN need 

a larger critical transmission range to guarantee the delivery. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULT 

Malicious nodes independently falsify the timestamp of 

their signals to provide erroneous information to the other 

nodes. There are co-ordinate attack and non co-ordinate of 

malicious node. Launching coordinated attacks in mobile 

sensor networks is not as straight forward as in static sensor 

networks. In order to successfully implement fully 

coordinated attacks to change the estimated position/path of 

the localizing node to a desired location/path chosen by an 

adversary, each malicious node needs to have an exact 

estimate of the position and the speed of all the remaining 

nodes at each time instant to consistently mislead them. 

 
Fig. 3 Malicious node non coordinated attacks 

 
Fig.4 Malicious node coordinated attacks 

The localization accuracy achieved by the various 

secure localization algorithms under non-coordinated attacks 

with different parameters is shown in Fig.4. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Here proposed the localized energy aware restricted 

neighborhood routing protocol for wireless sensor networks. 

We theoretically proved that our LEARN routing protocol is 

energy efficient if it can find a path. We also studied its 

critical transmission radius for the successful packet delivery. 

Our mathematical formulation also extends to any routing 

protocol in which the region to find the next hop node by an 

intermediate node is compact and convex. We conducted 

extensive simulations to study the performance of our LEARN 

routing. Here presented a new algorithm for energy-aware on-

line routing of messages in wireless sensor networks. The 

algorithm uses only a single shortest path computation, and 

can be implemented in a distributed manner. The average 

localization error in the relative location map was less than 1.5 

m for a deployment region of size 60 m 60 m when up to 50% 

of the nodes are malicious, and nodes are moving with a 

maximum velocity of 5 meters per second. 
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